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2001 Oshkosh T-1500 ARFF



❍ 2001 Oshkosh T-1500 ARFF ❍ T-1500 Oshkosh Chassis ❍ Seating for 3;

❍ Detroit 8V92TA 710 HP Diesel Engine ❍ Allison HD4560P Automatic Transmission ❍ Waterous CZU 1500 GPM Pump

❍ Foam ❍ ❍ Mileage: 9,823

❍ Additional equipment not included with
purchase unless otherwise listed.

❍ GVWR: 50,000 ❍
Get ready to be blown away by this
incredible truck! Not only is it priced to sell,
but it comes with a new rebuilt
transmission and power steering assist,
new batteries, a new power divider, and
ALL brand new tires! This beast is truly a
force to be reckoned with and has
everything you need to tackle any job.
Plus, with its exceptional condition and
minimal use, this fire truck is guaranteed to
serve your department for years to come!

Prepare to be amazed by the visionary
four-wheel-drive designs of William
Besserdich and Bernhard Mosling! Their
patented automatic locking differential
(1914) and front driving axle with improved
steering and drive capacity (1915) were
ahead of their time, with the power to
transform the performance of vehicles on
early 20th century America's rugged roads.
Despite being rejected by major
automakers like Case, Ford, Jeffery,
Kissel, Packard, and Studebaker,
Besserdich and Mosling were undeterred.
Their determination and resilience inspired
them to take charge of their ideas and turn
them into reality, setting the stage for a
revolution in the world of four-wheel-drive
technology!

They use the designs as the foundation for
the Wisconsin Duplex Auto Company,
founded May 1, 1917. The duo quickly
obtains funding to develop and produce
their first four-wheel-drive truck prototype,
known as Old Betsy. By 1920, the
successful prototype propels the
company's early growth. To meet the
demand for the powerful first production
series Model A truck, the Wisconsin
Duplex Auto Company moves to a new,
larger facility in Oshkosh, Wis. and
becomes the Oshkosh Motor Truck
Manufacturing Company.

Brindlee Mountain Fire Apparatus is one of the world's largest used fire truck sales and service companies. Based
just outside of Huntsville, Alabama, the company has forty-five full-time personnel occupying over 12,000 square
feet. Our mechanics, all of whom are EVT certified, perform pump tests, general repairs, preventative maintenance,
and body, collision, and paint work on over 500 used fire trucks every year. Visit us online at www.firetruckmall.com


